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Chapter I is Introduction. It describes the project background, problem 

tenement, objectives, scopes, project significance and expected output of 

the proposed system. Chapter TTL is Literature Review and Project 

Methodology. It describes facts and finding for electronic ticketing, describe 

methodology that are used to develop the system, state out project 

requirements, explain action plan prior to the end of the project and attach 

Gaunt chart for Proper Saran Madam (GSM). Chapter Ill is Analysis. 

It is concerns with first studying the existing system, then using the 

information gathered to define the requirements for a new system. Besides 

that, analysis follows the problem recognition and feasibility phases and just 

be completed before the design phase can begin. Chapter N is Design. It 

defines the results of the analysis of the preliminary design and the system 

architecture, DVD, Data Dictionary, Data Normalization, Entity Relationship 

Diagram are established. Besides that. It describes a plan to Implement the 

requirements. 

Further more, details on computer programming languages and 

environments, machines, packages, application architecture, distributed 

architecture layering; memory size, platform, interfaces, and many other 

engineering details are established in Chapter N. Chapter V is 

Implementation. It describes software development environment set-up, 

software configuration management and implementation status for Bus 

Ticket Reservation System. Chapter VI Is Testing. It concerns test plan, test 

strategy, test design, test results and analysis used to test Bus Ticket 

Reservation System. 
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Conclusion is chapter used to conclude and summary all the chapters. 

ABSTRACT Bus Ticket Reservation System merrymaker status sister yang 

embarking appellate layman web members tike Dan Maynard tike demean 

sad credit Emmanuel Internet. Penguin chalk Perl meditation Siberian DARPA

pentagram sister bellum February measure slates yang Dolan Ins. ABA I Dahl

Pentagonal. La miscellanea altar Belgian proper, appurtenant miasmal, 

objectify, shop, expiating proper Dan output yang did]Nanking bag sister 

yang debunking. ABA II Dahl Kalmia Literature Dan Proper Methodology. A 

miscellanea fake-fake tenting tike electronic, methodology yang dissuading 

unto embanking system, supernal- supernal proper, ranging talisman bag 

proper yang debunking Dan dilator demean Gaunt chart bag Proper Saran 

Madam (GSM), ABA Ill Dahl Analyst. La magmata yang terrarium unto 

Mohammedanizes supernal-supernal bag useable sister yang barb. Slain 

DARPA tit, analysis Dahl additional demean imaginable miasmal-miasmal 

Dan fast Palestinians, Dan analysis Mesilla hennaed sales sebum fast 

resentment Allan Bermuda. ABA IV Dahl Resentment Allan. A 

Mohammedanizes keepsakes bag analysis resentment Allan Dan sister 

resentment, DVD, Data Dictionary, Data Normalization, entity relationship 

diagram delta turbulent. Did camping tit, IA Jug miscellanea status ranging 

yang dissuading unto miscellanea supernal-supernal sister. Slain tit, 

magmata yang Mandalay bag bass Parisian computer Dan perseverant, 

meson-meson, peaked- Jake, application architecture, lapis resentment 

Panamanian, Asia negating, plan? mom, mantra muck Dan banyan lag 

magmata yang Mandalay bag guarantee yang debunking delta advancing 

dalai ABA in. 
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ABA Vidalia Implementations. La men]Alaskan Palestinians resentment 

plastic Dan Panamanian tramcar Parisian yang delta dragging dalai ABA ‘ V. 

ABA VI Dahl Janis. La meantime aberrant prearranged Asian, strategies 

Asian, reek bent Asian, sapsuckers Asian Dan analysis bag Bus Ticket 

Reservation System. Crepuscular Dahl ABA yang hacking unto animalcule 

seems ABA. CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 1. 1 Overview This chapter aims to 

describe the project background, problem statement, objectives, scopes, 

project significance and expected output of the system. The system is Bus 

Ticket Reservation System. 

This is the project on the online ticketing system of express bus company, 

which in most cases; the company has problems with their ticketing and 

scheduling process. This project intends to computerize its semi- 

computerized ticketing system to provide better customer service. Because 

of that, the company can provide the easier way of traveling to the customer

or passenger. Electronic tickets, or e-tickets, give evidence that their holders

have permission to enter a place of entertainment, use a means of 

transportation, or have access to some Internet services. 

Bus Ticket Reservation System enables the bus company’s customer to buy 

bus ticket online. E-ticket is the easier and quickest way to take bus. The 

online system is a new system because it haven exists in bus company and 

even in Malaysia. Currently, staff at the bus ticket counter is using an 

internal system to sell ticket at the counter. Customer is unable to buy bus 

ticket online at this moment and has to go to the counter to buy bus ticket. 

Sometimes, customer needs to queue up a long queue to buy bus ticket and 

ask for information. 
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Besides that, customer also not allows buying bus ticket through telephone 

and Transnational’s telephone line is always busy. This brings a lot of 

inconvenience to the customers Bus Ticket Reservation System enables the 

customer to buy bus ticket, make payment, and ask for information online 

easily. Further more, staff 1 can sell bus ticket using Bus Ticket Reservation 

System after check bus ticket availability for the customer and print the bus 

ticket to the customer that queue up in the counter. . 2 Problem Statements 

System that are using by the staff at the counter currently is an internal 

system and just used to sell the bus ticket at the counter. Customer has to 

go to the counter to when they buy the bus ticket and sometimes needs to 

queue up long time to get the bus ticket. Besides that, customer also not 

allowed to buy bus ticket through telephone and the bus company’s 

telephone always-busy line. The method to solve this problem is to create an

online buying bus ticket system. 

Customer can buy the bus ticket over the Internet, 24 hours a day, 7 days a 

week and the bus ticket can’t be lost, stolen or left behind. In addition, the 

online system lets the customers check the availability of the bus ticket 

before they buy bus ticket. Further more, customers no need to pay cash to 

buy bus ticket because they can pay the bus ticket by using Credit Card (e. 

G. Master Card, Visa Card). 1. 3 Objectives The main purpose of the online 

buying bus ticket system is to provide another way for the Transnational’s 

customer to buy bus ticket. It is an automatic system. 

After inserting the data to database, staff need not to due with the order 

receive through the system. In fact, there is similar system on the Internet, 

but the system not exists n Malaysia, it exists in another country such as 
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United Kingdom. Bus Ticket Reservation System is developed based on idea 

of combination of cultural Malaysia and United Kingdom. Seat number is 

assigned by Bus Ticket Reservation System to the customer but for United 

Kingdom’s system is not. The objectives of this system are: I) To provide a 

web-based buying bus ticket functions. 

Customer can buy bus ticket through the online system and no need to 

queue up to buy bus ticket in the counter. It) To provide anytime anyplace 

service for the customer. Customer can buy bus ticket 24 hours a day, 7 

days a week over the Internet. Ii) To enable customer to check the 

availability of the bus ticket online. Customer can check the time departure 

and arrival for every Transnational’s bus through the system. ‘ v) To ease the

bus ticket payment by online. Customer has to pay the bus ticket by Credit 

Card. V) To minimize the number of staff at the ticket box. 

The numbers of staff at the counter can be reduce after the online buying 

bus ticket system launch. 1. 4 Scopes The online system is an easy-to-use 

self-service system which enables the customer buys bus ticket online and 

pays the bus ticket through Credit Card. Customers can sister as a member if

they want before they buy bus ticket. As a member, he/she needs to pay 

membership fee yearly and member will get discount of 5% for every 

purchase of bus ticket. Customer has to check the availability of the bus 

ticket before they buy the bus ticket. 

After process buys bus ticket is successfully, the customer can get the bus 

ticket by print out the bus ticket and give the bus ticket to the bus Denver 

when he/she wants to take bus. Besides departure place, arriving place, 
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departure date, departure time and ticket number, the bus ticket also wills 

states the seat number that assigned by the system automatically. The 

customer has to sit in the bus according to the seat number. After the exists 

of Bus Ticket Reservation System, the customer no needs to go to counter to

check availability of the bus ticket and to queue up long queue to buy bus 

ticket anymore. 

Besides the customer, another user of the system is Transnational’s staff. 

Company staffs need to upload new information to the online system so that 

customer can check the availability of can sell bus ticket to the customer 

after check bus ticket availability through the Bus Ticket Reservation System

and print the bus ticket to the customer after customer pay the bus ticket. 

Bus Ticket Reservation System will be developed by using System 

Development Life Cycle (OSDL) methodology. Platform for this system is 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional. . 5 Project Significance As mentioned in 

the previous section, the online system is new in Malaysia. It is very 

important to company’s customer, bus company and all. It is important to 

customer because customer can check availability of the bus ticket, buy bus 

ticket, and pay the bus ticket online. E- ticket is different with traditional 

paper ticket because e- ticket is safer, faster, reliable and cheaper. Besides 

that, this concept can be used by others bus company o that their customers

will be easier. 

The profit for the bus company will be increased because the online system 

will attract more customers and no need to hire many staffs at the counter to

sell bus ticket because ticket can be sold efficiency online. 1. 6 Expected 

Output Company’s customer can buy bus ticket online and pay the bus ticket
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through Credit Card. Others bus companies also can use the online system to

easy their customer to buy bus ticket. Further more, the online system is 

expected to help ease especially the counter staff at the selling counter who 

has to deal with numerous sales daily. 

It should also assist the branch manager in calculating their daily collections 

and generating reports. In the long-term operation, the sales of tickets at 

Transnational are expected to increase as passengers’ satisfaction is almost 

guaranteed with the availability of accurate information, shorter queues and 

better services. Besides that, as mentioned above, Bus Ticket Reservation 

System is expected to develop based on idea of combination of cultural 

Malaysia and United Kingdom. This is because similar system is not exists in 

Malaysia, but it exists in United Kingdom. 

Trans E-Ticket System assigns seat number to the customer but for United 

Kingdom’s system is not because bus’s customer is free seat in the United 

Kingdom mean while Malaysia is not. 1. 7 Conclusion Bus Ticket Reservation 

System is company online system, which enable customer to check 

availability bus ticket, buy bus ticket, and pay bus ticket online. It makes the 

customer easy to get bus ticket online instead of queue up to buy the bus 

ticket. The online system is new in Malaysia. Other’s company can use this 

idea to develop another system to easy their customer to buy bus ticket. 

Since Malaysia is a evolving country, concept electronic ticket or e-ticket 

should be widely applied in all the sector industries. Next chapter will discuss

literature review and methodology that are used to develop the online 

system. CHAPTER II LITERATURE. REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY 2. 1 
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Introduction This chapter defines facts and finding on electronic ticketing or 

e ticketing after read some articles, books, websites or Journals that are 

related to the system, discreditable methodology that are used to develop 

the system, state out project requirements, explain action plan prior to the 

end of the project and attach Gaunt 2. 

Facts And Finding On Electronic Ticketing In this section, all the information 

related to the online system is found by surfing the Internet and go to the 

library. Literature review is done and findings are come out after read 

through all the information. 2. 1. 1 Domain This section discusses about the 

research that have been done for this courseware. The research includes the

entire information that is related on the system proposed which focused on 

the research of e-management system. E-management is a quite big field to 

do research. E-management is including about the member profile, the 

finance or others. 

Present some e-management system can found it in internet. For example, 

e-banking, e-business, e-booking are still in upgrade to BEA best and user- 

Enkindle system. Nowadays, a lot of people are busy with their work. Most of 

the time they use is in flint the computer. Computer is a most important 

thing in our life. Internet is one of the parts too. Every house they will have 

internet because it will be more easy for them to do some research, e-

payment, e-banking, e-shop or any online booking to do a ticket reservation 

or a accommodation reservation. 

With wide use of internet, a lot of online shopping, online business, and 

online coking website are developing to ease the user to do their work. User 
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Just need to use few finger click then can buy all the things their need to. 

With this few finger click user not need to queue up for a long time to pay for

the goods at the cashier. Management comprises directing and controlling a 

group of one or more people or entities for the purpose of coordinating and 

harmonize that group towards accomplishing a goal. 

Management often encompasses the deployment and manipulation of 

human resources, financial resources, technological resources, and natural 

resources. Management can also refer to the person or people who perform 

he act(s) of management. Management operates through various functions, 

often classified as planning, organizing, lithographing and controlling. E-

Management also can call as electronic management. E-Management is 

computerized all the management. E-Management is included a lot of things.

E-leave management system also can as an e-management system. 

E-management is about how to manage a resources by using computer and 

online. With the e-management, the management will be more efficient and 

systematic. The management does not have to use the manual technique 

that needs files and cupboards to store the forms. The forms are store in one

place and references are easier to make. 2. 2. 1. 2 Online 

Booking/Reservation Based on Peddle (2001), widespread use of Internet has

led to the emergence of a variety of electronic services, e-services. 

Electronic ticket, or e-ticket, is an example of such a class Off- services. 

E-tickets give evidence to their holders to have permission to enter a place 

of entertainment, use a means of transportation, or have access to some 

Internet services. Users can get the e-tickets by purchasing them from a web
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server, or simply receiving boom a vendor, or from another user who 

previously acquired them. E-tickets can be stored in desktop computers or 

personal digital assistants for future use. For some cases, like e-tickets non- 

transferable example e-ticket airline, it has to be validated to prevent 

duplication, and ensure authenticity and integrity. Alteration process is 

called e-ticket problem here, results in the server either accept or reject the 

e-ticket, and intended to prevent duplication which avoids multiple use of an 

e-ticket by the same or different users; ensuring authenticity and integrity 

that e-tickets are only accepted if they have been issued by an authorized 

source and have not been tampered with. In addition, for privacy, it is 

desirable that e-tickets should not contain any information associated with 

their holders. This conference state that e-ticket problems are user can’t be 

trusted and servers may fail by crashing. 

Besides that, two specifications of the e-ticket problems are the at-most- 

once and the at-least-once e-ticket problems. Both specifications are 

requiring e- tickets to be accepted exactly once in executions without 

failures. But, the former specification may result in some e-tickets never 

being accepted or accepted multiple times in executions with failures. There 

were a few protocols that can be used to love the e-ticket problem, which are

quorum-based e-ticket protocol, simple e-ticket protocol and the optimistic e-

ticket protocol. 

Simple e-ticket protocol and the optimistic e-ticket protocol can be used to 

solve the at-most-once e-ticket problem. 2. 2. 1. 3 case study 1 In reference 

to Todd et at. (2000), there are a lot of problems that plague the 

entertainment and sporting ticketing industry nowadays. Anyway, GEE was 
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developing its proprietary licensed approach for developing the ticketing 

solution of the . Future. But, some of the significant entertainment and 

sporting event ticketing industry challenges GEE addressed while developing

its solution. The challenges are as below: I) Inefficient of primary sales 

channel for tickets to entertainment and sporting events. T) Lack of 

competitive pricing and competition in the industry. Iii) Dissatisfaction of 

patron with today’s ticketing options and costs. ‘ v) Lack of ticketing 

alternatives and options for today’s users of ticketing services and products. 

V) Tickets become a barer bond commodity type of asset the second they 

are printed, resulting in potential theft, loss and counterfeit to the patron, 

and lost income, information and theft for the event sponsor. I) To control 

illegal ticket trading activities by ticket brokers and all the ticket scalpers, 

law enforcement agencies are being challenged. Ii) Limited access to popular

events by event patrons. Viii) Because of the fragmentation of the seller 

market, a true market value is difficult to determine. Ix) Inefficient initial 

pricing of tickets resulting in significant queuing issues for popular events 

and empty venues for less popular events. X) Barer bond business model of 

physical tickets influence it difficult and challenging to sell or transfer tickets 

to other patrons on short notice for many corporate ticket winners, as well as

certain individual ticket owners. I) The over pricing of tickets for many events

will influence foregone revenues flow both ticket sales for parking, 

concessions and merchandise. Xii) Patrons have little to no seating flexibility 

under today’s business model. Xiii) The seller of paper tickets does not 

collect important demographic information about the patron in many 

instances. Xiv) Paper tickets have tremendous risk of theft, loss, 

counterfeiting and are simply Computers and Internet are changing 
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commerce. This is because goods and services that are sold in stores, 

through mail order, or via the telephone are today also ought and sold 

through various forms of e-commerce. 

EBay, ibid, and Bid. Com represent one of the most successful categories of 

commerce is the Internet- based auction site. Besides that, another new 

form of commerce is the so-called “ buyer driven commerce” or “ reserve 

shopping. For this type of commerce, buyers have to inform vendors what 

products or services they want to purchase and how much they are willing to

pay for them. The useless reception of these new methods for buying and 

selling goods confirms that people are receptive to new ways of buying and 

selling goods and services. 

So, GEE’S proprietary model for selling and trading Tickets is ideally suited to

exploit this receptiveness. AAA these new technologies should be used to 

more efficiently determine optimal offer prices. To determine what price to 

offer, buyers can now readily locate products at desire prices or consult 

market benchmarks. If you can’t manage prices, you have to make risky 

decisions about cost cutting, the use of new technology, increasing 

productivity, and introducing innovative products and services to give 

yourself a cushion in the event that your pricing gets weaker. Edward, 2000) 

Nowadays, clients and patron really dissatisfaction with existing ticket 

agents. They feel unhappy with the poor service and high fees charged by 

current third patty ticketing agents. Besides that, patrons have been 

hesitated by an inability to purchase tickets because of busy telephones, 

excessive traffic on the ticket agent’s website, or lack of ticket inventory 

available. Because of that, marketplaces are being created within most 
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industries, attacking outdated business practices and inefficient trading 

relationships. 

Besides, the number of online investors is rising rapidly because online stock

trading are more convenience, ease of use, lower commissions and control. 

Further more, there was number of recent industry developments and 

practices lend father support to GEE’s licensed services. The developments 

are ticket exchange for bar coded tickets, dynamic consumer driven pricing 

for tickets and use of ticket forms for entertainment and sporting events. For

example, Encrypting. mom is appears to be targeting markets very similar to

GEE and is initially using bar code tickets that can be printed on any printer 

as their preferred medium for electronic tickets. From statistic that have 

been done, online ticketing industry is growing at 67%, albeit, flow a fairly 

small case. GEE’s management believes that the total size of the ticket 

market will significantly expand through the use of the Company’s licensed 

services with the introduction offal-e market principles and inclusion off 

dynamic secondary trading market for ticket. 2. 2. 2 Existing System 2. 2. 1 

Website Nowadays, a lot of website about online services or online booking 

can be found. Here is one of the examples I found. User ID: Password: 20 did 

2007 W: SO m Search Select Gust Contact Syntax Increase Your night and 

tare pitons are displayed below. Or the accompanying dot bono on the lei of 

each tare I? sting Then scroll to the allot of the page and click on he Culture 

button Fares listed below are Inclusive of online discount and all times are 

local. However. Taxes and fees are excluded. Beehive are Me flights 

available on the dale’s) that you requested. 
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Review and select the desired flight and fare. Or use the BRB to the lento 

search for new nights. Dulcimers: Eurasia may refuse carriage of you or your 

baggage if, in the exercise of our reasonable discretion, we determine either 

that the payment of your fare is fraudulent or the booking of your seat has 

been done fraudulently or unlawfully 01 has been purchased from a person 

not authorized by us. Figure 2. 1 Example of the online booking 2. 2. 3 

Technique The approaches and techniques that are used for the new system 

are web based application and research. . 2. 3. 1 Research A useful fact and 

finding is to research the application and problem. Computer trade 

astronauts, reference books and the Internet are good sources of 

information. They can provide information on how others have solved similar 

problems, plus can learn whether or not software packages exist to solve the

problem. The advantages and disadvantages of using research as a fact and 

finding technique are listed in Table 2. 1. Table 2. : Advantages and 

Disadvantages of using research as a fact-finding technique. 

Advantages -Can save time if solution already exist -Researcher can see how

others have solved similar problems or met similar requirements -Keeps 

researcher up to date with current developments Disadvantages -Can be 

time-consuming -Requires access to appropriate sources of information -May

ultimately not help in solving problem because problem is not documented 

elsewhere 2. 2. 3. 2 Web Based Application In software engineering, a web 

based application-sometimes called a webbed and much less frequently a 

hibernation-is an application that is accessed with a web rouser over a 

network such as the internet or intranet. 
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Web applications are popular due to the ubiquity of the browser as a client, 

sometimes called a thin client. The ability to update and maintain web 

applications without distributing and installing software on potentially 

thousands of client computers is a key reason for their popularity. Web 

applications are used to implement web mail, online retail sales, online 

auctions, wicks, discussion boards, web logs, Morphs, video logging Though 

many variations are possible, a web application is commonly structured as a 

three-tiered application. 

In its most common FM, a web browser is the first tier, an engine using some

dynamic web content technology (e. G. CGI, PH, Java Servest or Active 

Server Pages) is the middle tier, and a database is the third tier. The web 

browser sends requests to the middle tier , which services them by making 

queries and updates against the database and generating a user interface. 

(Wisped, the flee encyclopedia http:/! En. Wisped. Roadwork, web 

explication) Therefore, the web based application is chosen in the 

development of this system. 2. 23. Interviewing Interviewing is the most 

commonly used and normally most useful, fact and finding technique. This 

technique is used to find out the facts, verify facts, identifying requirements 

and gathering ideas and opinions. With this technique, the problem that 

occurred will be easy to solve. 23 Project Methodology The project 

methodology that used in the development of the system is the System 

Development Life Cycle (OSDL). OSDL is the process of understanding how 

an Information System (IS) can support business needs, designing the 

system, building it and delivering it to users. 
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The OSDL is composing of four phases: Planning, Analysis, Design and 

Implementation. The OSDL traces the history (life cycle) of a developing 

information system. Structured design methodology is Waterfall 

Development. With Waterfall Development, analyst and users proceed is 

sequence from one phase to the next can mapped out an evaluated. -A 

Analysis k- I Design 1 Figure 2. 3: The Waterfall Development Methodology 

The approach that used in the system development methodology is the 

Waterfall Design. 

This is the implementation of OSDL step by step into the system 

development methodology. 2. 3. 1 Planning In planning phase, to develop a 

new system which is a first step is to [email protected] a need for the “ Bus 

Ticket Reservation System”, and also plan how to develop the functional 

requirements of a system. This will include determining whether a business 

problem or opportunity exists, conducting a feasibility study to determine 

the developing a project plan. 2. 3. 2 Analysis In this phase, I have analyze 

considers the current systems and investigates any problems associated 

with it. 

Other sources of information about system and the new requirements would 

also be investigated at this time. The output from this stage would probably 

be no more than a set of notes. 2. 3. 3 Design After the requirements have 

been determined, the necessary specifications for the hardware, software, 

people, and data resources, and the information products that ill satisfy the 

historical requirements of the proposed system can be determined. The 

design will serve as a blueprint for the system and helps detect problems 

before these errors or problems are built into the final system. 
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I will create the system design by review the work with the scope to ensure 

the design meets the objective The implementation phase is described as 

those activities that begin when the system design has been completed. 

These phases are producing software code according to plan, analysis and 

system design that have been done. Coding and debugging is the act of 

creating the final system. The requirements documentation would be 

referred to throughout the rest of the system development process to ensure

the developing project aligns with the needs and requirements or scope. 

The system also is tested to evaluate its actual functionality in relation to 

expected or intended functionality. 2. 3. 5 System Last phase is system 

which is when development is complete and the system is in daily use. It is 

the longest life-cycle phase. System involves correcting Enron which were 

not discovered in earlier stages of life cycle; improving the implementation 

of system units and enhancing the Bus Ticket Reservation System services 

as new requirement are discovered . 
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